INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON:
DEGROWTH OF AVIATION
12th to 14th of July 2019
Barcelona, Can Batlló
WELCOME!

Dear participants of the conference on Degrowth of Aviation:

We are very happy to welcome you in Can Batlló (and as online participants) to three days full of discussion, presentations and networking on how to end aviation’s license to grow, and work towards a just transport system and a sustainable tourism.

Over recent months, together with a lot of assistance from local movements and advice from experts from all over the world, we have put together an ambitious program:

On Friday we will make connections between those demanding an end to aviation’s growth, those struggling against airport expansions, and groups in Barcelona fighting against mass tourism and its consequences.

On Saturday we’ll have deeper discussions about measures to reduce aviation and mass tourism. We want to look at visions and steps that can bring us closer towards an ecological and just mobility, and seek ways to organize for achieving that.

On Sunday morning, we will take the spirit of the conference onto the streets. There will be a creative performance in Barcelona - about which we will give more information at the conference. At Sunday afternoon’s closing session we will talk about how information and connections from the conference will influence our work and actions. What can we do to expand on these gains and continue the discussions we have started?

This conference is for people engaged in the topic of aviation or mass tourism and those who are interested and want to get involved. Briefing papers for each working group session were prepared in a collective process beforehand, and should be read in advance by all participants, so discussions can start from an informed basis. The papers and the conference outcomes will lead to a "Degrowth of Aviation" proceedings that the Stay Grounded Network intends to publish by autumn (in English & Spanish).

Stay Grounded is a global network existing of 125 member initiatives and individuals: local airport opposition groups, climate justice groups, NGOs, trade unions, academics, groups supporting alternatives to aviation like night trains, and organisations that support communities struggling against on-the-ground offset projects or biofuel plantations. We work to exchange experiences, support each other, and campaign together for a reduction of aviation and its negative impacts. We also engage in fighting the industry’s greenwash climate strategies like offsetting emissions and biofuels. Now is the time to determine measures we can use to fight for aviation degrowth and reducing its enormous climate impact.

In the Program you will find all the relevant information on the sessions, the place, language interpretation and online participation. The texts and briefing papers are also available on the Stay Grounded website - if you look for sources in the texts you will also find all of them online.

At the time of printing this program we have more than a hundred registrations from 15 countries. We can’t wait to meet all of you - be it virtual or in person - and for this dialogue for strengthening our individual and collective efforts for climate justice in the field of mobility and tourism.

We wish you an inspiring and empowering conference experience,
Sara, Irmak, Lena, Anne, Mira, Nuria, Gökçe, and Calum
VENUE

The conference takes place in Can Batlló, a former factory and industrial complex which is now a self-organised community and neighbourhood space, with various collectives working there and a lot of cultural and political events. It is located in the La Bordeta, a part of the quarter „Sants” and reachable from the metro stations „Plaza de Sants” and „Mercat Nou”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrer 11 de Juny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitució 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NORTH ACCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C/Constitució 19, corner with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/Mossén Amadeu Oller and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/Olzinelles. Close to St.Medir parish.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOUTH ACCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C/Parcerisa 17, corner with C/Quetzal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CATERING

“Diomcoop” will provide the conference with meals on Friday evening as well as Saturday noon and evening. The social cooperative aims to give a sustainable and long lasting answer to the needs of social and work inclusion of immigrants in situations of vulnerability. Apart from making caterings with typical African food, they also do logistical services, and have an own fashion brand. Since our conference doesn’t want to use plastics and disposable tableware, we hope that all of us help with washing dishes.

http://diomcoop.org/

ONLINE PARTICIPATION

Video conferences are an important alternative to avoid long-haul flights for business, academia and politics. Since our conference is a no-flight conference it is especially important for us to offer a good online participation for our colleagues from far away. Except from the workshops on Friday and the performance on Sunday, all the sessions will have online access. They will all be available online in English.

We use zoom (www.zoom.us) for the online participation, so if you plan to attend online, please get familiar with it before. To include remote participants as much as we can, each session will have an online host in the ‘Zoom room’ for those dialling in (we will send out links for the sessions). To make it all work smoothly you can do three things:

1. Respect the principle of ‘online first’ – remote participants have priority.
2. Help ensure that only one person speaks at a time (if online, mute when you’re not talking)
3. Remember to always speak into the microphone.

LANGUAGE AND INTERPRETATION

Languages are something beautiful but they can also create borders and barriers between people where they are not supposed to be. This could mean that informations are only available for some people who speak that certain language. But it could also simply mean that someone uses difficult wording that others don’t understand. At our conference we try to soften those barriers. And we encourage all of you to have an eye on those language barriers and try to keep them as low as possible.

We have a team of interpreters and the technical equipment from the collective COATI to provide simultaneous interpretation between English and Spanish for most of the sessions. Our capacities are not enough to provide interpretation into other languages, but we encourage you to support each other in terms of language and don’t hesitate to ask if you don’t understand something.

At the beginning of the conference, you can indicate the languages you speak on your name tags, so people can ask each other for support. For the events with simultaneous interpretation COATI will provide small radios for you to receive the interpretation.

Please take a small radio at the beginning of the event at the entrance, if you don’t speak Spanish and English.
To make it easier for the interpreters we kindly ask you to always speak into the microphone and speak clearly, loud and not too fast.

WHY THIS CONFERENCE?

Aviation and its damaging impact on climate change is starting to be discussed more and more. The problem, however, is, that none of the current strategies that target aviation’s climate impact actually challenges the constant growth of the aviation sector. Instead, they pretend that flying could, in the future, become „climate neutral” through technical improvements, biofuels and offsetting.

The Stay Grounded Network, in its position paper, makes clear that those are false solutions. The study „The Illusion of Green Flying” points out the different short-falls and problems of the aviation sector’s greenwashing strategy. The current instruments don’t tackle the problem and shift the discussion away from the fact that we need to radically reduce aviation, especially in countries of the Global North. This is a necessary step to reach a just and ecological mobility system.

So if the only solution is degrowth of the aviation sector and reducing flights – how do we get there? Aviation is closely linked with our transport system, with tourism, energy and global trade – and with our economic system based on constant growth and competition. Fast mobility is necessary for a capitalist globalized system – yet the faster, the more climate-harmful it is. Climate justice can only be achieved by questioning this model, by reorganizing mobility, regionalizing the economy, and overcoming global inequity. Still, there are many steps to be taken towards this systemic change needed.
A mere reform of taxation schemes will not ultimately bring about the needed transformation - but which steps bring us closer to there, and which lead us away from those visions of an ecological and just society? Current policies of subsidization and non-taxation of the aviation sector are totally unjust and environmentally problematic. They directly feed the high, unrestrained growth of the aviation industry, leading to widespread, problematic hyper-mobile lifestyle choices, and travel and the normality of goods from everywhere anytime. In this conference, we discuss different instruments that could help to reduce aviation and the economic and social normalities it creates.

We excluded some potential measures right away because of being unjust in creating more problems than they solve, or because they don’t have the capacity to bring about systemic changes. Among them are emissions trading, offsetting, „alternative” fuels (biofuels, power to liquid), and the sole focus on efficiency of the engines. This conference will shift the discussion towards measures that might be more effective.

The conference will discuss a series of questions, among them:

- Does it make more sense to demand for market and price instruments (like different taxation) or to implement regulatory instruments like limits to the numbers of flight, moratoriums on airport projects or shutting down certain airports? Or all of them?
- Does it make more sense to work bottom-up (individual behaviour change, voluntary changes of travel policies, grassroots pressure from below) or top-down (policy changes)? Or how can they play together in order to achieve systemic change?
- What kind of taxation system would be socially just and lead towards a reduction of flights?
- What role do institutions play in the rising demand for flights? How can and should they change their travel policies, to support environmentally friendly ways of travelling?
- What kind of alternatives to flying exist and what is needed to improve them?
- What role does tourism play in the discussion about degrowth of aviation? Do we need caps on tourism and if yes, how can that work?

The idea of the conference is to get into serious discussions about concrete ways to degrow aviation. Some of them might work within the current system. Some of them might challenge its foundations. They might lead towards the question of whether individual liberty should be restricted at the point where it violates the liberty of others. They should include considerations about the differences between countries in the Global North and the Global South and what kind of role international agreements and solutions must play.

However there won’t be the space – and even the need – to mutually agree on a common manifesto or strategy. All of the discussed measures and strategies have their advantages and disadvantages, but their largest disadvantage is, that they are not publicly discussed the way they should. In the conference, we will fill this gap and hope to produce some outcomes that can be published as a collection of possible strategies to for degrowth of aviation in a just and sustainable way, and that can feed into more academic research and civil society campaigns.

Barcelona: A City Exploited by Tourism and Air Traffic

Barcelona is the fourth most-visited European city, the first destination of Mediterranean cruise ships and the seventh largest European airport. While there were 3.7 million bookings in 1990, in 2016, Barcelona had more than 31 million bookings. Barcelona’s tourism industry leads to very serious impacts and conflicts for the local society and the environment – social movements raise critique.

The city of Barcelona has experienced major transformations over the last four decades. The questionable developmental and speculative process around the celebration of the 1992 Olympic Games produced the first series of touristic waves which continue producing themselves today. If anything has changed, it is the overall perception: the social criticism and struggle against processes which have brought about the growth of mass-tourism in Barcelona and carried with them a spiral of inequalities and social conflicts. This is not a new or a Barcelona-specific phenomenon, it simply follows global logics and impacts many southern European cities and their inhabitants in a similar way.

The Olympic Games might have awoken discussion, but it was mostly in 2004 that the celebration of the “Fòrum de les Cultures” provoked criticism and mobilized social movements against another mega-event related to developmental and speculative dynamics. The global criticism against the process of touristification has been visible for years and it is brought forward by the analysis, denunciation and local proposals of social movements. Each year has been characterized by the growth of different mobilizations against the different aspects of touristification.

The promotion of the Barcelona brand is, broadly speaking, the result of international impulses which offered the Olympics, other global events and touristic icons. This promotion has been managed by the public-private consortium Turisme Barcelona and has made Barcelona a tourified city with the largest touristic affluence on the planet. This can be proven by Barcelona’s rampant evolution: it grew from 3.7 million bookings in 1990 to more than 31 million bookings in 2016. As a matter of fact, more than 23 million visitors and tourists pass through Barcelona each year, with a mean of 154,000 daily visitors. Being one of Europe’s most dense cities (15,881 inh/km²), with 1.6 million residents, the pressure of tourism is very present, especially in the central districts. Barcelona is the fourth most-visited European city, the first destination of Mediterranean cruise ships and the seventh largest European airport with more than 55 million passengers per year. In 2018, the number of intercontinental journeys by airplane has increased by 10.9% (9.4% on average since 2010). The number of cruise ship tourists has increased by 12.1% and the number of tourists by 4.3%. This way, Barcelona is on a continuous tourism growth-path ever since the Olympic Games.

Barcelona’s tourism industry and its production model leads to very serious impacts and conflicts for the local society and the environment:

- The expulsion of residents for the transformation of their houses into tourist accommodati-
ons (hotels and both legal and illegal apartments);
- The increase of rental prices and purchase of real-estate for the purpose of market-competition as well as a focus on “touristic appeal” which basically translates into attractive real estate
Their demands. Mostly, it has kick-started critical discourses with the tourist sector at an institutional candidacy partly arising from social movements and including a program that reflected part of the local government. In recent years, it has been formed by means of a municipal initiative. This does not resolve anything because the problems are not a matter of quality or tourist behaviour.

The touristic model which is responsible for these impacts is neither free nor natural; it has been created according to the concrete interests of political and economics elites. It is nested in a more global dynamic of the financialization of the economy, and hence, the commodification of life. Financialization captures the growing dominance of finance in the economy and the lives of people. Some examples are real-estate speculations, the increase of rents and the dispossession of public spaces which respond to a dynamic of commodification and financialization which compromises the right to housing, the right to the city. Big investment funds and banks, with complicity of the State, concentrate the benefits of this system while they cause and externalize (or socialize) the losses and negative consequences they produce.

In a capitalist context, despite being a booming economic engine, the tourism sector, apart from other things, is currently responding to the logic of productive and financial accumulation where life remains at the margins and not in the centre. This, by means of speculation on our conditions of life through the decrease of wages, precarization at work, intensification of labour journeys, the worsening of labour conditions; compromising the health of workers and the environment.

The specialization of the labour market in the tourist sector which is particularly precarious and feminized (e.g. las Kellys). The wages in the accommodation sector are one of the lowest in Barcelona. High levels of noise and air pollution, primarily caused by air planes and cruise ships; High generation of waste and abuse of natural resources; The loss of communitarian/public spaces as the result of the privatization for the purpose of tourist infrastructure and the concentration of leisure services (port zones, hotels, restaurant terraces and mono-functional zones for night life); The deterioration of the local population’s living conditions and health; Over-specialization in tourism, reducing the opportunities for other productive sectors as well as an increasing dependency on the tourism sector.

The local government is making steps, but today, mass tourism is essentially seen for everyone because it produces wealth and jobs. But today, mass tourism is essentially seen as a problem of capital in the city and forms part of the population’s biggest social preoccupations.

As a result of this change, the aforementioned responsible sectors have had to change their discourse. The private sector initially tried, without success, to blame the organized movements and is referring to them as mobilizers of “tourist-phobia”. At this moment, business owners are trivializing the concept of sustainable tourism and use the classist discourse of quality tourism. This does not resolve anything because the problems are not a matter of quality or tourist behaviour; they are a matter of size, disorderly markets and power relationships.

The local government is making steps, in recent years it has been formed by means of a municipal candidacy partly arising from social movements and including a program that reflected part of their demands. Mostly, it has kick-started critical discourses with the tourist sector at an institutional level and for the first time, some interesting but moderate measures have been proposed. But in the end, as the mandate progresses, the local government seems to have settled with the idea of managing the process of touristification without aspiring to stop or effectively reverse it.

The Airport as Catalyst of Global Tourism in Barcelona

This growth of tourism and real-estate oriented towards a floating population in Barcelona cannot be explained without mentioning the infrastructure behind global and regional access, allowing the movement of tourists, temporary residents and investors. International aviation has been crucial for the development of Barcelona as one of the main tourist destination in the Mediterranean periphery. This process was possible thanks to various political and economic factors: the public investment in airports and incentives for airlines, the non-existent taxation of aviation, the liberalization of the aviation sector resulting in the ability to purchase cheap tickets and the increase of European and international airline connections.

The fact that 82% of tourists arrive in Barcelona by airplane, along with an exponential increase in the number of international arrivals, seems to be the main catalyst of the production of global tourism. In the last 2 decades, the amount of travellers recorded at the airport of Barcelona has increased by more than 20 million. This has facilitated a 17% increase in Barcelona’s tourism over the last 5 years. This system of mobility has strong environmental implications, it is estimated that the transport by air plane represents 75% of the carbon emission from tourism in Barcelona (the total emissions include transport, accommodation and tourist attractions) while 92% of the carbon emissions from tourism in Barcelona can be allocated to transport as a whole. A tourist who arrives in Barcelona by air plane consumes 605,7 kg of CO2 on average instead, a tourist who arrives by train only consumes 52,9 kg of CO2. Long distance flights have a very significant effect, approximately 25% of tourists arrive in Barcelona by means of a transatlantic flight and they alone generate 58,2% of the carbon emissions associated with touristic transport.

In this way, the airport of Barcelona contributes to the exposure of high environmental pollution to many residents in Castelldefels, el Prat y Gavà. The WHO (World Health Organization) has recognized the noise pollution of airports as a serious public health problem which can result in hearing loss, communication problems, concentration problems, sleep disorders, cardiovascular problems and mental health decline.

Based on ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) forecasts on international aviation growth in the next decades, a lot of governments justify the construction of new airports, terminals or the extension of landing strips. Spain’s national Ministry of Development and AENA, a state-owned company that manages the general interest in airports and heliports in Spain, plan the expansion of Barcelona’s airport in order to meet a demand of 25 million passengers (the existing capacity is 70 million passengers). An operation which will include the Girona-Costa Brava airport. The recent Tourism Marketing Strategy Plan, promoted by Barcelona Tourism on behalf of the City Council, complements on the territory the enormous tourism growth planned by the infrastructure expansion. Once again by the false promise of de-concentrating tourism to reduce its impacts, the affected territory is enlarged to continue growing in already touristified areas and to start the process in others not yet been exploited. After the generalization of the problem from the centre to most of the neighbourhoods, now they define as the tourist destination not just the city, but the full demarcation of Barcelona, overflowing its municipal boundaries. If tourism and touristification...
are essentially about territory and mobility, the infrastructural growth coincidentally allies with this extension of the battlefield. The amplification of this infrastructure, along with the increase of cruise ship ports, will deepen itself even more in the disequilibrium between the touristic exploitation of the city and residential life – which has been and still is settled with the expulsion of the second by means of the first. Because of this, the contribution of tourism and air transport to the climate crisis will be disastrous. The management of Barcelona’s “access-ports” is supervised by the Spanish State where Barcelona’s City Council only has residual bargaining power. This means that the future of aviation and urban coexistence remains far from the influence of Barcelona’s population.

Given this diagnosis, the social movements call for the Degrowth of tourism and aviation!

---

**PROGRAM**

**FRIDAY 12th July**

Friday’s events are open to the public and focus on cooperation with local movements in Barcelona against mass tourism. The problems of mass tourism in hot spots like Barcelona are closely interconnected with the demands for reducing flights. The Friday afternoon will open the possibility to choose between various workshops that give an inside into the diverse struggles.

**4:00 – 4:45 pm**

› Welcome with Check-in Performance (Theatre)

**Facilitation:** Magdalena Heuwieser (Stay Grounded) and Sara Mingorría (Env Justice Atlas)

**Theater:** Arcana collective (arcanacollective@gmail.com)

‘Check-in’ is a performance by the artist collective Arkana that makes visible different voices, stories and experiences around tourism and national borders. It is a political act where we combine movement, image, dance and voice to discuss concepts like the shift of ‘barrios’ (neighborhoods) into theme parks, labor precarity and immigration justice.

Arkana is an artist collective based on Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed and the Situationist Movement. We aim to raise questions and reveal cycles of power of the contemporary issues by connecting emotionally with the audience.

By artistic expressions, we generate new understanding and discursive spaces. Because, contrary to popular belief, it is given to artists, not politicians, to create a new world order.

**5:00 – 7:00 pm**

› Workshop-Slots

**Stay Grounded – an introduction**

Flying is the fastest way to heat the planet. The aviation industry and its climate impact is growing without limits. The Stay Grounded network was founded to globally connect more than 120 initiatives that fight airport infrastructure or work on climate and aviation related topics. This workshop both explains the problems involved with aviation, and the history and activities of the Stay Grounded network.

English with Spanish translations

Mira Kapfinger, co-founder of Stay Grounded
Degrowth and Aviation

What is degrowth and how does it translate into political action? This workshop will provide a brief introduction to the different concepts of degrowth. In an open discussion, we then want to explore these ideas from a rather pragmatic and activist perspective, and see if they help us to identify how to act in the current political and cultural context of our time. In line with the theme of the conference, we will try to focus especially on the sector of transport and aviation.

Joël Foramitti (Research & Degrowth)

No to Greenwashing of Aviation

In order to be able to discuss useful strategies to degrow aviation in the conference, it can be useful to understand current dominant strategies to deal with aviation emissions, among them the use of biofuels, the plans for synthetic fuels, and offsetting emissions. Can aviation be “decarbonized”? Is climate-neutral growth possible? In this workshop we will discuss the problems involved with such ideas and strategies.

Magdalena Heuwieser, Stay Grounded campaigner and author of “The Illusion of Green Flying”

Visions for long-distance travel beyond aviation

The narrative of aviation growth is so strong that it is so hard to imagine another reality. Beyond all the policy-instruments discussed during this conference, we will discuss questions like: What is your vision for long-distance, in particular intercontinental, mobility? How will we travel, who, how often? What about migration, family visits, love miles? Collectively we will develop our imaginary based on the results of two recent events: the Barcelona/Cerbère workshop on transport narratives at the Degrowth Summer School and a workshop in Germany on transport utopias organized by Konzeptwerk Neue Ökonomie.

Matthias Schmelzer (Konzeptwerk Neue Ökonomie), Francois Schneider (Research & Degrowth), Manuel Grebenjak (Stay Grounded)

Participatory mapping on tourism in Barcelona

The aim of the workshop is to collectively reflect on the existing relationships between projects to expand the transport infrastructure and the tourism process in Barcelona, as well as to identify and understand their impacts. We will use a participatory mapping activity, working on a map prepared from a previous mapping exercise with the idea that this mapping is enriched during the workshop based on the contributions of each participant. This workshop is open to all people interested in this topic and/or the participatory mapping tool to reproduce them in other spaces.

Yannick Deniau (Geocumnes) and Daniel (ABTS)

Weaving resistances from the conflicts of airports around the world

By mapping conflicts related to airports around the world, we will identify not only socio-environmental injustices, but also the different forms of resistances and mobilization related to the expansion or construction of new airports or aerotropolis. Moreover, we will reflect and discuss what may or may not be big or small victories/successes of the socio-environmental justice movements: stop, suspend or re-locate these infrastructure projects, increase compensation or reduce the negative effects on the most affected communities.

Sara Mingorría (EnvJustice, ICTA-UAB)

The touristification and everyday life in the city – A feminist perspective

This workshop will identify and reflect collectively on how the configuration and spaces of our cities are adapted to accommodate tourist flows and market needs, while not taking into account neither the sustainability of life nor the daily needs of diverse people who live in the territories.

Blanca Valdivia (Col·lectiu Punt6)

Direct Action on Aviation

In this workshop we will share experiences of direct action related to airports and aviation. By using brainstorm techniques we will work on action concepts that could be applied locally as well as actions to be done in support and solidarity of local actions. Greenpeace NL is running an aviation campaign this year and is co-designing its campaign with grassroots and individuals throughout the Netherlands and beyond.

Mara de Pater (Greenpeace Netherlands)

Opening Event: Connecting the Movements

Facilitation: Sara Mingorría

On Friday evening we will look at the topic of aviation and mass tourism from the perspective of various local movements from Barcelona as well as of activists from the Global South. After presenting the Stay Grounded Network and the aims of the conference, we will start with an input by Yayo Herrero, a well known Spanish ecofeminist and activist, followed by Gabriela Vega Tellez (Coordinadora de Pueblos y Organizaciones del Oriente del Estado de México en Defensa de la Tierra, el Agua y su Cultura) a Mexican activist against airport constructions at Texcoco dry lake bed and Daniel Pardo from ABTS (Assemblea de Barris per un Turisme Sostenible) and SET network, a Catalan activist for degrowth on tourism.
After the inputs there will be short presentation by various local movements and groups: ABTS, Red SET, Col·lectiu Punté, EnvJustice, Climaccció, Rebel·ló o Extinció, Asociació de Veïns de Gavà Mar, Plataforma per la Qualitat d’aire, ODG, Ecologistas en Acción, Families for Future, Fridays For Future and Research & Degrowth.

In the end we will discuss with the audience about common strategies and possible alliances.

**PROGRAM**

**SATURDAY 13th July**

*(registered participants only)*

### Opening keynotes

**Facilitation:** Mira Kapfinger (Stay Grounded)
What does “Degrowth” actually mean? And what do we need to understand when talking about aviation? The two keynotes on Saturday morning will open up the day and lead you straight to the core of the discussions at this conference.

Filka Sekulova - Post-doc and researcher at the Institute for Environmental Sciences and Technologies (ICTA) at the Autonomous University Barcelona (UAB) - will introduce you to the concept and theory of Degrowth and point out how it is linked to aviation and tourism.

Stefan Gössling - Professor at Lund University and longtime researcher on tourism, transport and sustainability - will take a look at the views, opinions and discursive strategies of those driving the aviation system. Understanding the barriers and how to overcome these will serve as a starting point for the working group discussions on concrete policies and measures.

### Working Groups Sessions I

- **9:30 pm**  ‣ Social Dinner

### Working Groups Sessions II

- **10:00 – 11:00 am**  ‣ Opening keynotes
- **11:30 am – 2:00 pm**  ‣ Working Groups Sessions I
- **2:00 – 3:30 pm**  ‣ Lunch
- **3:30 – 5:30 pm**  ‣ Working Groups Sessions II

**Working Group 1: Kerosene tax & ticket tax**

*(only in English)*

**Facilitation:** Adrian Hassler (Am Boden bleiben)
In Europe, aviation kerosene is not taxed, while in many other countries a tax exists at least for domestic aviation. A new leaked study shows that taxing kerosene in the EU would cut emissions by 11% and raise almost €27 billion in revenues every year – a new EU civil initiative calls for a kerosene tax. Adding to this, in many countries international flights are exempt from VAT. From a climate justice perspective, these tax-avoiding privileges are irresponsible and very unfair because they favour aviation over sustainable alternatives like trains.

This working group will discuss the possible effects of a kerosene tax, a ticket tax or VAT on tickets and goods, trying to work out the pros and cons. A close look on aspects of social justice, an international comparison as well as a clear distinction between a kerosene tax and a carbon tax will be at the core of the discussion.

**Working Group 2: Progressive ticket tax or frequent flyer levy**

*(only in English)*

**Facilitation:** Matthias Schmelzer (Konzeptwerk Neue Ökonomie) and Laura Machler (Am Boden bleiben)
In the UK, around 15% of the people are taking around 70% of the flights. Why should they be taxed the same as the people flying just once every while? Studies show, that those frequent flyers are wealthy. A progressive ticket tax increases the amount of tax with each successive flight-ticket one buys (could be per year, per life...). Some models propose one tax-free flight per year with increasing taxes for additional tickets (www.afreeride.org). Other models propose increased taxes for business class tickets, or stress that the tax revenues must directly feed into supporting railway infrastructure and scientific research on alternatives.

This working group will discuss what a progressive ticket tax could look like, and what would be obstacles and barriers to it.

**Working Group 3: Limits or caps on short-haul/domestic flights**

*(only in English)*

**Facilitation:** Manuel Grebenjak (Stay Grounded)
In a time of climate crisis, there seems to be no good reason for domestic flights within Europe and short-haul flights in general. Instead, investments in good train infrastructure and ecological passenger ships are needed. The argument that personal liberty would be cut in case of forbidding or limiting short-haul flights, must also consider the restricted liberty of all the people already suffering from the climate crisis.

In this working group, we will discuss the pros and cons of bans, limits and caps. This includes thinking about what would be needed for people to accept this idea and for politicians to actually
Working Group 4: Moratoria on new airport infrastructure, and scaling down of airports
(English, Spanish)
Facilitation: Nuria Sanchez-Blanquez (Ecologistas en Acción) and Eili (Am Boden bleiben)
Expanding airports and constructing new ones both accommodates rising demand for flights and creates a business impetus to boost demand, to fill the growing capacity. There are about 1200 airport infrastructure projects around the world. Many of them are connected to violations of human rights and destruction of biodiversity or agricultural land. Airports also put people under constant noise and pollution pressure. Putting a moratorium on new airport infrastructure and scaling down existing airports wherever possible could be ways to stop the growth of the sector.
This working group will summarize the various struggles all around the world against new airports or airport expansions and discuss strategies on how to support them. Would it make sense to focus our demands on moratoria on infrastructure projects, and to demand the shut down of most existing airports?

Working Group 5: Institutional changes in travel policies
(English, Spanish)
Facilitation: Tone Smith-Spash
Travel policies mostly follow a pattern: the cheapest and fastest way to travel is given every advantage. This forces people to take the plane even if they don’t want to. Governments, communes, universities, NGOs, trade unions and other institutions should take the lead and serve as role-models by implementing travel policies that support the most climate-favouring, sustainable kind of transport. This means not only committing to higher travel costs but also to more time spent on the journey which can be counted as working time.
This working group will discuss best-practices of travel policies in different sectors. How can those changes be fostered? How are or should they be interrelated with other needed changes on a political as well as on an institutional level?

Working Group 6: Fostering Alternatives
(only in English)
Facilitation: Irene Arandia Iniesta (Institute of Science and Technology, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, ICTA-UAB)
Not only are plane tickets very cheap, the lack of good and affordable alternatives also pushes people to fly. First steps on the way to a sustainable transport system can be: Night-trains and buses, improved international booking, improved transfers and affordable tickets. When it comes to crossing the ocean, investment in ships with renewable fuels is needed. Work travel can partially be shifted to online conferences. At the same time, we have to accept the need to generally question the hyper-mobile lifestyle we have developed over the last few decades – maybe a form of decelerated societies are also part of the solution.
This working group will discuss alternatives to air travel. What are the already existing alternatives, what is needed to improve them and what should be the focus of research, social movements and policy work?

Working Group 7: Tourism Degrowth
(English, Spanish)
Facilitation: Filka Sekulova (ICTA, UAB) and Sara Fromm (Climacció)
The consequences of over-tourism are hitting more and more cities and places and are closely connected to low-cost airlines and the growth of the aviation sector. Some cities already put limits on the number of cruisers that are allowed to enter the port or limit entrance to overcrowded areas. In Barcelona, social movements are fighting for sustainable tourism and against platforms like Airbnb that contribute to rising rents and gentrification.
This working group will discuss if and how limits and caps on tourism could be an answer to those problems. What regulations are feasible, socially just and what would be needed for sustainable tourism?
PROGRAM
SUNDAY 14th July

10:00 am – 12:00 pm

Joint performance

On Sunday morning, we will take the message from the conference onto the streets. There will be a creative performance in Barcelona. We invite all conference participants to join. More information will follow at the conference.

3:00 – 5:00 pm

How to proceed with the outcomes?

Facilitation: Magdalena Heuwieser (Stay Grounded)

On Sunday afternoon we want to discuss what do the outcomes mean for our groups and organisations. How will they influence our work and what can we do to spread the results and continue the discussions? What will I take home and what would be needed to deepen the discussion? We have invited people from different organisations/ social movements/ institutional background to give short inputs on their plans and ideas for how to proceed. Afterwards there will be space to talk about those questions all together.

5:00 – 8:00 pm

Stay Grounded Network Meeting and Campaign Kick-off

On Sunday 14th from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm there will be an internal Stay Grounded Network meeting. If your organisation is already a member of Stay Grounded or if your organisation is interested in joining our planned European campaign „Let’s stay grounded“, you’re also invited to join this meeting. The campaign-meeting will continue on Monday morning (10 am to 1 pm). You can find more information on how to become a member and about the upcoming campaign at our website. (www.stay-grounded.org)

BRIEFING PAPERS

Working Group 1: Kerosene tax & ticket tax

Facilitation: Adrian Hassler (Am Boden bleiben) (adrian.hassler@posteo.de)

1 Short summary of strategy/measure

For historical reasons, aviation has enjoyed tax benefits that are unheard of in most other areas of society. This can partly be attributed to the international character of aviation as opposed to the national character of taxation. The 1944 Chicago convention as the foundational international agreement on aviation primarily sought to facilitate and expand international aviation. The Convention has given rise to a practice of exempting aviation fuel from taxation (excise duty) and value added tax (VAT), formalised through a series of bilateral air service/transport agreements. This principle has been upheld in cross-border aviation (if not at the domestic level). However, the Chicago Convention as such does not explicitly prohibit the taxation of aviation fuel, only for fuel that is already on board at landing.

By introducing adequate taxation in the aviation sector on par with other transport modes, demand could effectively be reduced, while at the same time generating significant revenue streams. Such taxation could take on several forms. Some of the most commonly envisioned taxes include a tax on kerosene comparable to other fuels, the collection of VAT, or ticket taxes (passenger taxes) that can be varied according to distance travelled and other factors (see also briefing paper on frequent flyer levy). The envisioned revenues of such taxes depends on many factors, but in order to provide some perspective, a recent study commissioned by the European Commission (CE Delft 2019) estimates that introducing a kerosene tax in Europe (at 33cts, the agreed EU minimum) would generate €17bn in fiscal revenue, while VAT (at 19%) would raise another €30bn Europe-wide. At the same time, emissions would be reduced by 11% (kerosene tax) and 18% (VAT), respectively.

It is important to consider aviation taxes in the context of other approaches to levy charges in this sector, including the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) and other envisioned carbon pricing measures. However, these measures are outside the scope of this briefing paper.

2 State of the art: Does this measure already exist somewhere?

The landscape of aviation taxation is generally very fragmented. Kerosene tax and/or VAT are collected for domestic aviation in many national contexts, including the United States, Brazil, China, and 17 European states. However, tax rates outside the EU are often significantly lower than the agreed (hypothetical) minimum in Europe at 0.33 Euro per liter as per EU Energy Tax Directive (e.g. 0.01€/ltr. in the US, 0.02€/ltr. in Australia). Given the constraints in collecting kerosene and VAT in cross-border aviation (see above), taxes on international connections are generally levied as ticket taxes, i.e. as a fixed amount per passenger and departure. Such ticket taxes exist in many countries, including ten EU states. In light of this fragmented approach, the most meaningful parameter for comparison is the overall tax rate for aviation, which may consist of a combination of the aforementioned taxes. This average rate (weighted for domestic and international flights, which are often taxed differently) is particularly high in the United Kingdom (ca. 40€ per passenger and flight), with a number of countries are lying in the range of 15-20€ (including Canada, the US, and
a number of EU states). Comparatively high tax rates for international departures are in effect in Australia ($40), Mexico ($30), and Brazil ($30).

3 Advantages
The introduction of meaningful taxation in the aviation sector comes with a range of advantages. Aviation taxes would generate a significant income stream that could be levied for the transformation of the transport sector towards more sustainable modes of transport, or could be redistributed. Whether such an earmarking (hypothetication) of tax revenues can be legally anchored depends on the national context, but the general practice is not unheard of in many countries (e.g. for road upkeep). It is also a highly realistic and feasible measure: aviation taxes already exist in many domestic contexts, hence the instrument is well-known and -studied. The measure can also be expected to enjoy somewhat broad backing among the public and even parties, as taxing aviation effectively amounts to bringing the sector in line with existing practice in other sectors (i.e. removing some subsides). Increasing ticket prices are expected to curb demand (TU Delft 2019) and hence equally the current expansion of aviation, which could even be the start of a reverse dynamic in a sector that is generally built around optimistic growth scenarios. At the same time, it would give an immediate boost to the competitiveness of alternative transport forms such as rail and bus, which is often taxed at standard rate (although some countries apply exemption or reduced rate - see briefing paper on “fostering alternatives”). Specifically on the matter of kerosene taxation, a key advantage is that it in principle could cover all forms of aviation (including goods transport), and increase proportionally to travelling distance. While taxes in principle apply equally to all citizens, there is a social justice aspect in that flying (frequently) is still largely practiced by middle- and higher-income households, as opposed to other forms of transport already being taxed in full. The “Yellow Vests” protests in France are a case in point, arguing for kerosene taxes as a more socially just alternative to further motor fuel tax increases.

4 Disadvantages
The disadvantages of a tax-based approach fundamentally tie in with the limits of market-based approaches more generally. Expanding taxation in the aviation sector represents a one-off measure with no inherent mechanism to respond to the increasing urgency of the climate crisis, besides the (notoriously unpopular) option of raising tax rates. At the relatively low rates that are currently discussed and applied, the level of ambition is rather modest, as taxation amounts to a removal of subsidies at best. Although aviation taxes are not regressive as such, given the increasing prevalence of flying among higher-income households, individual low-income households may still be adversely affected (i.e. migrant workers) unless addressed through balancing measures, like full or partial redistribution. From a strategic point of view, introducing a kerosene tax and VAT in aviation fall short of offering a more profound critique of current forms of mobility both in regards to environmental sustainability and social justice, compared with e.g. the idea of a frequent flyer levy (see briefing paper on progressive ticket taxes). Finally, currently envisioned levels of taxation for kerosene do not account for the significant non-CO2-effects of burning kerosene as opposed to the use of fossil fuels in other forms of transport. Similarly, such a tax must not exempt biofuels, which could create a dangerous incentive for their increased use. Also such a tax should not fully exempt synfuels (electrofuels) that would still generate other GHGs and contrails. Also the price signal of any tax can be swept by a drop of the barrel price!

5 Possible questions for discussion
- What to do with tax revenues? Should they be used at national or supra-national (e.g. EU) level? How to expand to global level?
- How to ensure they are not just used to balance budgets (even at supranational level)? How to avoid “lowest common denominator”/lack of ambition? How to reinforce the work of the countries taking action?
- How does kerosene/VAT taxation compare to ticket taxes/passenger duties? What are the advantages/disadvantages?
- How does it combine with a progressive ticket tax/frequent flyer levy?
- Are there any quick wins possible (countries which could incorporate such a tax with little or no effort from our part)?
- What about carbon taxes?

6 Literature
- An Italian ex-prime minister, an ex-WTO head, a former finance minister of Germany and 14 other economists urge the EU to impose a VAT on airline tickets and tax aviation kerosene: https://www.transportenvironment.org/press/enrico-letta-pascal-lamy-and-hans-eichel-urge-european-leaders-use-green-tax-shift-fix-eu

Working Group 2: Progressive Ticket Tax - Frequent Flyer Levy
Facilitation: Laura Machler (Am Boden bleiben) <L_ma@posteo.de> & Matthias Schmelzer (Am Boden bleiben) <m.schmelzer@knoe.org>
Paper prepared by including inputs by Leo Murray, John Stewart, Miguel Valencia, Lisa Hopkinson, Werner Reh and Calum Harvey-Sholes.

1. Summary of strategy/measure
The frequent flyer levy (FFL) is a policy proposal that aims to tackle the environmental impacts of flying in an equitable way. The idea is to progressively tax frequent flying, thereby constrain
demand for flights, while at the same time distributing flights more equally across the income spectrum. A long overdue measure to tackle aviation growth is a tax kerosene and apply VAT to tickets; this would make flying more expensive and contribute to end the sector’s privileges and competitive advantage over other forms of transportation. However, taxing everyone the same is socially regressive – wealthy people who can afford to will continue to fly often, whilst poorer people will be priced out. Why should the rich man on his sixth visit of the year to his Tuscan villa be taxed the same as someone visiting their family every second year? A FFL addresses this challenge of equity. The tax increases with each additional flight the individual takes i.e. the tax on the 3rd flight is double that on the 2nd thereby aiming to actively restrain the number of flights. The key goal of the policy is to deliver social justice, given that a relatively small number of people benefit from frequent flying, whilst the environmental damage it causes is spread across the global population. Even though cheap prices have led to a “democratisation of aviation” in wealthier countries, it remains the privilege of few, both within the countries of the global North and certainly globally. In the UK, where the idea of a FFL started, 70% of flights are taken by just 15% of the population. Globally, only 3 percent of the population flew in 2017, and around 90 percent of the global population has never flown. As lower income groups fly much less, the FFL would largely affect the wealthier people. Focusing specifically on taxing frequent flyers would considerably reduce air travel without limiting access to mobility for the many. However, the FFL might not be sufficient to reduce aviation enough to be consistent with overall CO2-reduction goals, so it needs to be combined with other measures such as kerosene or CO2 taxes. Also, there are many technical difficulties of introducing it.

2. State of the art: Does this measure already exist somewhere?

No similar measure currently exists with regard to aviation. There are a number of ticket taxes, the toughest of which is the UK’s Air Passenger Duty. And some countries charge VAT on tickets for internal flights. However, all existing instruments tax every ticket/person equally. There exist, however, some examples of progressively taxing environmentally damaging consumption. For example, the UK’s Vehicle Excise Duty, under which cars are taxed according to carbon emissions, was very successful in encouraging car owners to buy smaller, cleaner cars (until it was changed in 2017).

3. Advantages

One key advantage is that the FFL might be much more socially acceptable than general increases in taxes on aviation or kerosene, due to the disproportionate impact on wealthy frequent fliers. Studies show that most people in the UK (85%) would be better off under a FFL than under Air Passenger Duty, through either paying less tax or simply being the beneficiaries of more public spending. A survey on public attitudes to the FFL in the UK found that a FFL is perceived to be fairer than and preferable to any of the other options for reducing air travel. The primary focus of the FFL on number of flights rather than distance is key: It means that low-income people with families in other continents have the opportunity from time to time to visit their families. Reducing the number of flights is also the key demand of communities impacted by noise around airports.

4. Disadvantages

There will be massive and coordinated opposition from the aviation industry. We can also expect opposition from politicians and the general population, in particular in the beginning, as aviation is seen as a means of boosting economic growth and enabling modern lifestyles, but this could change and will have to. There is a crucial job of raising public awareness of the fact that climate targets cannot be met without constraints on air travel. And then the FFL might be the most popular option available, because of its strong equity component. Meanwhile, more sustainable travel modes to aviation must be made more attractive to support a change in public opinion.

A FFL might be more complex to administer than the current or alternative aviation tax arrangements. This was the pretext used by the Scottish Government when they refused to consider a FFL as an alternative to APD when tax powers were devolved to their government. Implementing a FFL will entail changes to the customer journey when purchasing plane tickets which the industry will try to resist. That’s why it needs to be as simple as possible.

The FFL legitimizes frequent flyers’ flights, since frequent flyers’ will contribute to finance public policies. The FFL thus needs to be combined with other policies aimed at reducing aviation in general. If the first flight per person per year is tax free (or taxed low), the FFL will only be able to reduce aviation to a certain degree that might still not be in line with climate goals. The FFL at least implies and probably normatively establishes a right to one return flight of any distance per year. It also dispels any notion that distance has consequences regarding one’s (or one’s family’s or friends’) relocation choices, a critical matter given the scale of world population and the significant role of air (and other long-distance) travel on annual global GHG emissions.

The FFL does not account for the distance and class of a flight. These are, however, key determinants of the climate impact, a long-distance flight London-Sydney being 30 times more harmful than a short-distance flight London-Malaga and a first class seat generating 7 times more carbon. The FFL should thus be combined with a kerosene or CO2 tax. Given that the FFL is insufficient by itself from a climate standpoint, it should also be discussed why it is beneficial to use FFL in addition to a kerosene or CO2 tax.

There is an opportunity cost of pushing the FFL into adoption, as efforts could otherwise be used to promote other measure(s) that would more effectively reduce aviation’s harms to the climate. A related consideration is that some climate measures may cause injustices; for example, the injustice of a kerosene tax on the poor who might wish to fly is one of the harms that should be considered.

5. Questions do discuss

There are some key questions and challenges that need to be discussed. These include among others the following: What is the difference between the FFL and a CO2 tax? What should be the level of the tax? What should be the scope of the FFL, national, EU, global? How could the FFL be introduced, what are the legal challenges? What should be done with the revenues? Taxing business or employees?

For more details on these questions see here (https://tinyurl.com/yyv9cken)- we suggest participants of the working group to read them before the conference.

6. Literature

- Outline of Frequent Flyers Levy: http://afreeride.org/
- Poll of public opinion of the Frequent Flyers Levy: https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/
motion of rail alternatives to short-haul flights. This includes thinking about what would be needed for people to accept this idea and for politicians to actually put a law in force. The role of decent alternatives and a just transition are likely to be at the centre of the discussion as well as questions about the national or international scope of the measure.

1 Short summary of strategy/measure
Leaving political feasibility aside, introducing absolute limits on aviation is technically the easiest and most secure way to guarantee the industry’s contribution to climate mitigation targets. Taking feasibility into account, such limitation is foremost an option for short-haul routes. A reduction of short-haul flights seems to be the easiest way to reducing flying without causing significant negative effects for travellers. Preconditions for this are well developed alternatives. For example, western European states invested billions of Euros since the end of the 1980s in a high speed rail network which can replace a large proportion of short haul flights (even though we need to keep in mind that energy use rises exponentially with speed).

Different forms of limits, bans or caps on (short-haul) flights are possible:
- immediate bans on flights with rail alternatives of four or five hours and expand the rail net work for speeds of 200 km/h and optimize timetables (integral fixed-interval timetables).
- Establish networks of comfortable overnight trains in Europe and on all continents.
- caps on the amount of flights on short-haul connections from one specific airport to another (e.g. maximum of two flights a day instead of seven from one destination to another); also as an intermediate step for a complete abolition.
- bans on short-haul flights with a rapid phase-out transition period for airports and airlines as well as the building of alternatives.
- Flight limitations for airports, that are related to both emission targets and noise and fine dust limits (limits of the environmental capacity of airports). Reduction of the huge excess capacities of airports in Europe to a greatly reduced capacity of airports per country.

2 State of the art: Does this measure already exist somewhere?
In our research, we could not find an existing ban/cap on flights, especially short-haul flights at the national or international level. However, the idea to ban especially easy-to-substitute short-haul flights is gaining momentum. The most prominent recent example might be the statement of Frans Timmermans, the European Social Democrats’ top candidate for the May 2019 EU elections, who said in a televised debate that he would support a total ban on short-distance flights. Also his conservative counterpart Manfred Weber advocated for a reduction of such flights, although not supporting a ban. The EU White Paper on Transport stated 2001 “We can no longer think of maintaining air links to destinations for where there is a competitive high-speed rail alternative.”

In a recent move members of the Dutch parliament wanted to ban the flight between Brussels and Amsterdam. Similar debates on domestic flights are ongoing in France: A new French mobility law and most prominent recent example might be the statement of Frans Timmermans, the European Social Democrats’ top candidate for the May 2019 EU elections, who said in a televised debate that he would support a total ban on short-distance flights. Also his conservative counterpart Manfred Weber advocated for a reduction of such flights, although not supporting a ban. The EU White Paper on Transport stated 2001 “We can no longer think of maintaining air links to destinations for where there is a competitive high-speed rail alternative.”

Working Group 3: Caps or Bans on (short-haul/domestic) Flights

Facilitation: Manuel Grebenjak, Climaxió (manuelgre@riseup.net)
Paper prepared also including inputs by Werner Reh.

In a time of climate crisis, there seems to be no good reason for domestic flights within Europe and short-haul flights (connections that can be arrived within one day or night using alternative modes of transport) in general. Instead, investments in good train infrastructure and ecological passenger ships are needed. The argument that personal liberty would be cut in case of forbidding or limiting short-haul flights, must also consider the restricted liberty of all the people already suffering from the climate crisis as well as from airport noise and pollution.

In this working group, we will discuss the pros and cons of bans, limits and caps as well as the promotion of rail alternatives to short-haul flights. This includes thinking about what would be needed for people to accept this idea and for politicians to actually put a law in force. The role of decent alternatives and a just transition are likely to be at the centre of the discussion as well as questions about the national or international scope of the measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different forms of limits, bans or caps on (short-haul) flights are possible:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediate bans on flights with rail alternatives of four or five hours and expand the rail network for speeds of 200 km/h and optimize timetables (integral fixed-interval timetables).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish networks of comfortable overnight trains in Europe and on all continents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caps on the amount of flights on short-haul connections from one specific airport to another (e.g. maximum of two flights a day instead of seven from one destination to another); also as an intermediate step for a complete abolition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bans on short-haul flights with a rapid phase-out transition period for airports and airlines as well as the building of alternatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight limitations for airports, that are related to both emission targets and noise and fine dust limits (limits of the environmental capacity of airports). Reduction of the huge excess capacities of airports in Europe to a greatly reduced capacity of airports per country.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 State of the art: Does this measure already exist somewhere?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In our research, we could not find an existing ban/cap on flights, especially short-haul flights at the national or international level. However, the idea to ban especially easy-to-substitute short-haul flights is gaining momentum. The most prominent recent example might be the statement of Frans Timmermans, the European Social Democrats’ top candidate for the May 2019 EU elections, who said in a televised debate that he would support a total ban on short-distance flights. Also his conservative counterpart Manfred Weber advocated for a reduction of such flights, although not supporting a ban. The EU White Paper on Transport stated 2001 “We can no longer think of maintaining air links to destinations for where there is a competitive high-speed rail alternative.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a recent move members of the Dutch parliament wanted to ban the flight between Brussels and Amsterdam. Similar debates on domestic flights are ongoing in France: A new French mobility law under preparation proposes banning flights between airports where an alternative rail link exists, as long as the rail journey in question would be no more than two hours and 30 minutes longer than the flight it replaces. Even more radically, the well-known German climate expert Hans-Joachim Schellnhuber stated earlier this year that “domestic flights within Germany should be banned” and proposed that air travel be reduced to 20 flights in a person’s lifetime and that its price should be increased considerably.
3 Advantages

The comparative climate advantage of alternatives like trains, high-speed trains and even buses is very high. Therefore, there is a high potential for rapid emission reduction. Short-haul flights have poor economic profitability because of their lower occupancy rates than European or international flights. They are continued by airlines and alliance partners in order to feed their international and intercontinental hubs and for fear of losing their historic “grandfathered” slots in airports (Use it or lose it” rule). The slot regulations are not only highly inefficient but even counterproductive for climate protection policy. A main advantage is that this measure is more effective and socially just than market and price mechanisms. Putting taxes on flying is of course necessary in order to treat all forms of transport equally, or disintensitize the most harmful form of transport, but raising prices could mean that the well-off continue flying as before, amplifying the injustice in the mobility system.

Banning short haul or domestic flights would not give the rich more opportunity to fly and applies equally to everyone. Short haul flights are used for ordinary transit, which could be shifted to the railway. But some people, living in one city and working in another or companies with branch networks, use them for frequent commutes. This form of work life is exhausting and hard to combine with relationships and family life, so banning such flights could disintensitize harmful work norms and promote alternatives such as video conferencing. Banning short haul/domestic flights could lead to shutting down lots of regional airports - which are often deficitarian anyways and kept alive by subsidies. Jobs could be created simultaneously in the railways. A multimodal and sustainable approach to (public) transport is demanded in many official government papers - but nowhere delivered yet. Modal shift from short-haul flights is a low hanging fruit. But obviously still hanging too high for today’s politicians.

4 Disadvantages

Despite announcements by politicians during election campaigns, the political feasibility of bans or caps on flights or of restrictions on individuals’ amount of flying is questionable at this moment. So far and despite a slow cultural shift beginning (e.g. Swedish “Flygskam”), flying has still a very positive image. Lifestyle and work relations of a rising middle and upper class are often based on the existence of such flights, enabling the aviation industry to avoid adequate regulation of its growing contribution to the climate crisis. The infrastructural feasibility of banning short-haul flights varies by country, depending on the extent and quality of their train networks. Therefore, an implementation on e.g. the EU level with the same rules for every country might not be feasible within the current political landscape. Limiting aviation in economically growing countries in the Global South might conflict with issues of global justice and historical responsibility for environmental problems like the climate crisis. Therefore the highly industrialized countries must go ahead.

5 Discussion: For reducing short-haul flights significantly in Europe a three step approach could be discussed in the working group

- By 2020: Shift all short-haul flights within EU member states and Switzerland to rail with a parallel train alternative of four hours or less travel time. Possible driving actors: A coalition of forerunner countries France, Germany, Benelux countries.
- By 2023: After strategic expansion of the European rail network for trains and a European-wide night-train offer: Shift all short-haul flights to destinations that can be reached within ten hours by rail.
- By 2026: All in the EU are shifted to rail. Short-haul flights are only taking place in peripheral countries of the EU where there is no rail alternative, and just until a rail alternative is in place.

6 Literature


Working Group 4: Moratoria on new airport infrastructure, and scaling down of airports

Facilitation: Elli, Am Boden bleiben pirelli_64@riseup.net & Nuria Sanchez-Blanquez, Ecologistas en Acción transporte@ecologistasenaccion.org

“Ultimately, an uncomfortable and familiar conclusion for aviation remains: a moratorium on airport expansion at least in wealthy nations is one of the few options available to dampen growth rates within a timeframe befitting of the 2 °C target.” 1 Alice Bows-Larkin, 2014.

1. Short summary of strategy/measure

The rapid growth of aviation demands new infrastructure. Simultaneously, new or bigger airports demand growth in flights. 550 new airports or runways are planned or being built around the world, plus runway expansions, new terminals etc, in all more than 1200 infrastructure projects. Most of them involve land grabbing, the destruction of ecosystems and local pollution (noise/traffic/particles/etc.). The Environmental Justice Team together with Stay Grounded and the Global Anti-Aerotropolis Movement have made a map showing more than 40 conflicts related to airport infrastructure: https://stay-grounded.org/map/ and http://ejatlas.org/

Effective resistance against airport projects can prevent those negative effects, and counter a lock-in to an emissions-intensive, destructive form of mobility for decades into the future. It also makes abstract issues such as emissions become tangible. With activist networks that connect
different local struggles, by sharing experiences and joining forces, we can build up pressure to tackle the root causes of aviation growth and climate change.

By definition, a moratorium is an officially-ordered delay or suspension of an activity or a law. In a legal context, it may refer to the temporary suspension of a law to allow a legal challenge to be carried out. In our case, an “airport moratorium” is a building moratorium that halts the construction of a project or projects. Building moratoriums are imposed by cities, towns and the courts, and for a variety of reasons. In addition, a moratorium can be short-term or indefinite, depending on the project and the area where it is located.

A moratorium on expanding an airport doesn’t lead directly to a systemic change. However, many such demands, especially if made in the Global North, could call into question the stability of the current system.

2. State of the art: Does this measure already exist somewhere?
As far as we know, there is no country yet that introduced the measure on a national scale, prohibiting the construction of any airports and airport infrastructure projects at all. We only found that there are judicial processes for establishing a moratorium against special airports on a regional scale.

- Munich Airport: In 2012, in a referendum most of Munich’s population voted against the construction of the new runway at the city airport. The Bavarian government established a five-year moratorium in 2018. The expansion would mean an increase from 90 to 120 departures and landings per hour. During its campaign in the latest Bavarian regional election, the new government promised to stop any airport expansion, and once in power it agreed the limited-time moratorium. The project is only suspended, still retaining its prior approval. Whether the moratorium will have a long-term effect or not is still uncertain.

- Vienna Airport: In March 2017 an Austrian administrative court blocked the construction of a third runway at Vienna’s Airport because it would go against the country’s commitments with the Paris agreement. The court decision considered climate protection more important than any interest in jobs or better aviation infrastructure. The airport company appealed the ruling saying it would violate essential rights such as freedom of ownership, freedom to carry on a business and the principle of equality. Shortly after, the decision was remanded to the lower court, and after further proceedings it announced approval for the construction of the new runway.

- Idaho Falls: there was a moratorium of development of land surrounding the Idaho Falls Regional Airport but only for six months.

- Mexico city: the project of a new airport in Mexico city in the dry lake bed of Texcoco was launched at the beginning of the century but has been cancelled twice because of local and national opposition and might be cancelled for a third time.

- Other cases of successful moratoria: We want to be inspired by previous successful or half successful moratoria such as the atomic moratorium in Germany in the US and the international whaling moratorium (information on this point will be distributed in a separate sheet prior to the workshop). Any other example is very welcome.

3. Advantages of the approach to fight for (national or EU) airport moratoria and limiting the number of airports
- The introduction of this measure would signal the precariousness of long-standing transport policy. This public visibility could be a turning point where aviation gets labeled “a climate killer”.

- When airports expansion is not possible, airlines or nations will need to cap their flights.
- A moratorium will be a relief for people and communities threatened by any airport expansion and the noise and pollution involved.
- If this measure is implemented EU-wide, the aspiration of expansion and competition among European airports might disappear.
- Most regional airports write red numbers and are highly subsidized, so there are also economic reasons for reducing the amount of smaller airports.
- We should expect lower opposition for this measure than for other measures, from the point of view of the passengers.
- The measure is socially just in a way that it does not create new social injustice. On the other hand it also doesn’t change anything about the unjust access to mobility that already exists.
- A moratorium must include all types of airport infrastructure projects (Aerotropolis, Special Economic Zones, deportation custody)

4. Disadvantages of a national (or EU) airport moratorium
- One could argue: an Airport Moratorium alone is not enough. The number of departures and landings at the existing airports must be dramatically decreased. So the measure does not degrow aviation, and allows the existing level of air traffic.
- The demand for a worldwide moratorium on airports doesn’t take into account the differences of the status quo in the countries and therefore might be considered unjust.
- Airport moratoria might be hard to accomplish on a single airport scale because of the existing competition between different airports.
- Stopping growth of airports or even reducing airports will face opposition by workers and trade unions, if there are no good alternative plans.
- While we are advocating for an airport moratorium we must already think about demolition of airports.
- It is necessary to make the bans permanent.

5 Questions to discuss
It would be interesting to discuss the following questions in our working group (more questions can be added):

- How can we demolish the assumption, that airport growth leads to more jobs and wealth in the region?
- How can we avoid that such a decision becomes a sacrificial tradeoff against other potential rulings, such as a night flight ban?
- How can we avoid getting only a tenuous moratoria that could be canceled in the next legislation period?
- How do we combine demands for moratoria with demands for scaling down existing airports.

6 Literature
Working Group 5: Institutional change of travel policies

Facilitation: Tone Smith Spash, freelance writer and activist (tone.smithspash@at.net)

1 Short summary of the strategy/measure

Travel policies mostly follow this pattern: the cheapest and fastest way to travel will be refunded. This supports the current norm of flying for convenience, and often forces people to take the plane even if they don’t want to. Little has so far been done by societal organisations (i.e. businesses, public sector, NGOs) to change this environmentally harmful practice although it could make a large difference to their carbon footprint. However, some organisations are now starting to put in place more progressive travel policies, often initiated from below (it seems). These vary from voluntary measures (e.g. you can take the train if you want) to strict rules (e.g. ban on short haul flights).

Which policies to recommend or pursue, depends on the perspective or vision one has with respect to what such kind of policies should achieve. This in turn depends on the implicit or explicit theory of change (practice theory, behavioural theory, social psychology, institutional theory). Generally, whether strict or not, organisations’ travel policies are meant as a way to start a change of norms and behaviour, and more broadly to raise awareness as to how harmful this activity is. Most of the time, those initiating fly-less travel policies admit that such policies will not be enough for the change needed, and that much more needs to be done. Still, individual action and organisations’ policies can work as a bottom-up political action to create conditions for institutional change (e.g. regulations and norms) more generally.

2 State of the art

Does this measure already exist? Where/who? (a selection):
1. Universities and departments (e.g. Lund (LUCSUS), Copenhagen, UCLA, Ghent)
2. Environmental research centres (e.g. Tyndall centre)
3. Municipalities (e.g. Malmo)
4. Cultural centres (e.g. Helsingborg concert hall)
5. Media (e.g. Politiken - DK daily newspaper)
6. Public organisations (e.g. BBC Worldwide, UK Environment Agency, AT Environment Agency)
7. Private firms (e.g. Lush, Novo Nordisk)

Types/categories of travel policies:
The main identified forms of travel policies, which can also be seen as “degrees” of enforcement:
1. allowing employees to take the time needed to travel by train (and pay any extra costs),
2. actively encouraging environmentally friendly travel or less travel, or
3. imposing more sustainable travel arrangements.

Elements of travel policies
- Relative vs. absolute: Some companies introduce absolute rules, e.g. Ghent University who banned reimbursements for plane travel to any location within a six-hour train ride. Others encourage staff to reduce their emissions (decision tree), and focus on calculating personal efforts, e.g. Tyndall Centre.
- Individualist vs. communal: In Lund you have to justify to yourself any travel made, but this could be made more formal/communal.
- Focus on reduced emissions (relative) vs. what would be a good way to behave/a sustainable way of travelling.
- Some focus on economic incentives, like internal fee payment/offsetting or subsidies (e.g. UCLA). Offsetting emissions from flights is indeed one of the most often used measures by institutions - it just means a little bit higher costs, but no real change in behaviours and policies, and is according to several studies basically useless in terms of emissions (see e.g. Öko-Institute 2016).
- Levels of priorities: video conference over travel; train/boat/bus over flying
- Travel policy include guests as well as staff and management
- Work vs. holiday/private travel: While most companies focus on work travel policies, others encourage and reward avoided personal flying (e.g. give extra days off for travelling slow during holidays). An example is WeiberWirtschaft, Berlin. Also promoted by UK charity 1010uk.org.
- Get environmental certifications (ecolabels etc): However, those are often not explicit about flying.

Best practices/ideas - examples:
Many organisational travel policies are of a voluntary kind, and hence theoretical rather than actualised. We need good model policies for others to learn from. Are the absolute rules (bans) the best practices? They will clearly be the most effective in terms of direct emissions cuts. Some examples:
- Some organisations are considering a ban on domestic/short-haul flights or even avoiding planes within Europe (suggested criteria: <1000 km, <12 hours) (e.g. Sweden and Switzerland discuss introducing bans on short haul flights for MPs/government).
- Some already introduced such bans (BBC Worldwide in 2009: staff can only fly when travelling by train adds more than three hours to the journey; companies signing up to https://einfach-jetzt-machen.de/ promise to avoid domestic flights and flying for shorter than 1000 km).

Fame and shame:
- Some organisations have prize awards for the most environmentally friendly means of travel to a conference, e.g. the European Society for Conservation Biology.
- Should we make competitions where universities/organisations/companies are assessed against each other on the best travel policy (benchmarking, “naming and shaming” etc.)?
- Shaming campaigns, e.g. #flyskam? A candidate for shaming could be the European Commission, who don’t allow invited guests to take the train if the journey is too long!

3 Advantages
- Feasibility: Easy to implement and get acceptance. Seen as less coercive when it comes from the company management than if imposed from the state/government (and even more so if the policy is voluntary)
- A soft way to raise awareness about routines we have stopped questioning, and to make people try out other ways of travelling
- New travel practices in work life might also have effects on how we live and travel in our daily (private) lives
The aim here is climate protection, not nationalist-style protectionism. This can and needs to happen. In general, shifting economies based on transnational trade of goods to more localized economies would be needed. When it comes to crossing the ocean, investment in ships propelled by solar, wind and maybe some nuclear power might make sense. Night-trains and buses, improved international booking, improved transfers and affordable tickets can be an advantage for organisations to have staff traveling by train, since working conditions there are generally better than on planes.

- Fly-less policies might potentially be attractive if they also include travelling less (e.g. by using video-conferencing instead), especially for employees with care responsibilities (e.g. small children). There is also a gender dimension to this: as men generally fly more, reducing flying may make conditions more even.
- A bottom-up measure which can be combined with any other initiative of a more public policy kind.

## 4 Disadvantages
- Focused primarily on awareness raising & behavioural change (rather than on structural change)
- Individualist focus
- Voluntary - hence dependent on the good will of organisations - probably of progressive and ecological ones, while big business continue using speed and emissions intensive practices
- Can be misused for greenwashing and PR
- Many of the new travel policies put in place, for example in universities, are to a large extent based on criteria or elements that are usually associated with a neoliberal management culture focusing on performance, benchmarking and transparency. They include voluntary measures and nudging rather than absolute bans. It might be worth discussing how these kinds of measures are perceived with respect to a radical agenda and policy for system change and social-ecological transformation.

## 5 Questions for discussion
- How to get governments, municipalities, universities, (environmental?) NGOs, trade unions and other organisations to take the lead and serve as role-models by implementing travel policies that support the most sustainable way of transport?
- Does sustainable travel necessarily mean higher travel costs and more time spent on travelling in total? Some evidence against this (e.g. BBC Worldwide), although it seems to be the general perception.
- What do we see as the best-practices? Voluntary schemes or drawing hard lines? Is one kind of travel policy more appropriate for some sectors than the other?
- How can changes in travel policy be fostered? It seems like it is often that individuals initiate this from below, rather than the management doing it from the top. What about the role of the trade unions in establishing progressive travel policies? How to encourage those who already travel environmentally friendly to share their experiences and be more proactive in policy development (vs. afraid of moralising)?
- Should we promote mandatory travel policies, where the management is obliged to elaborate a travel policy based on discussions with their staff? And more broadly: How to get the trade unions more involved in this topic?

## 6 Literature & links

Web-links to interesting examples of organisations’ travel policies:
- Tyndall: https://tyndall.ac.uk/sites/default/files/tyndall_travel_strategy_updated.pdf
- ESAC-CSDH.pdf
- Newspaper coverage of travel policies:
- Environmental Studies Association of Canada: https://esac.ca/climate-change-academia/
- Newspaper coverage of travel policies:

## 1 Short summary of strategy/measure

Not only are plane tickets very cheap, the lack of good and affordable alternatives also pushes people to fly. At the same time, the hypermobile lifestyle some have developed over the last few decades must be questioned – maybe a form of decelerated societies are also part of the solution, as the Slow Food or an emerging Slow Travel movement are proposing.

First steps towards a sustainable transport system can be:
- Night-trains and buses, improved international booking, improved transfers and affordable tickets (making train travel less expensive than flying).
- When it comes to crossing the ocean, investment in ships propelled by solar, wind and maybe some renewable fuels (other than biofuels) is needed. Work travel can partially be shifted to online conferences. In general, shifting economies based on transnational trade of goods to more localized economies would be needed.

The aim here is climate protection, not nationalist-style protectionism. This can and needs to happen alongside maintaining multi-cultural and open minded societies.
2 State of the art, Advantages and Disadvantages of different measures

2.1 Shifting flights to (night) trains and buses:

The existence of trains, night trains, long distance or overnight buses differs widely between countries and continents. In many countries where a railway does not exist, good bus systems provide for longer distance travel (like many Latin American countries). Night trains were common across Europe but most were discontinued in recent years, nearly to the point of extinction. They lost large portions of their market share to low-cost airlines and to high-speed trains and are disfavored by unfair policies and lack of cooperation between train operators and between national authorities. The Swedish government announced in 2019 that it will fund the creation of overnight train services from Sweden to the European mainland.

Today, a common opinion among European professionals is that a rail journey time of four hours is a reasonable alternative to flying. Still, even this shift hasn’t happened so far. Proactive rail companies, intensive public debates and bans of short haul flights are needed to make this modal shift appealing – especially if we want to replace more than just extremely short flights. Also, it is necessary to have train connections to bigger airport hubs so that short haul transfer flights can be avoided.

Also needed are improved international booking, affordable tickets and improved transfers between trains (e.g. night trains and day train connections). For now, there are just few websites that help people taking trains or ferries to find ways to book trips at affordable prices, like “The Man from Seat 61”: https://www.seat61.com/index.html
Back on Track is a European network to foster European cross-border passenger train traffic and in particular the night trains (https://back-on-track.eu/).

**Advantages:** Even buses and trains powered by diesel have lower climate-harming emissions than flying, and trains powered by green electricity are far better. These alternatives are easier to access, train or bus stations are well connected to local public transport systems, they don’t imply check-in and security checks, they provide for greater flexibility (booking a ticket the day of travel), and the time on board can, thanks to common onboard Wi-Fi, used for working. If the journey is overnight the cost of accommodations is avoided.

A study by FoE Germany (BUND) found that 200,000 flights from German airports – which is about two thirds of all domestic flights - could be replaced by trips of less than four hours on existing ICE-trains. A recent study for the German Environmental Agency (Umweltbundesamt; not yet published) confirmed this order of magnitude.

**Disadvantages:** Travel can take longer than by plane, although travel to a remote airport and check-in time should be considered. There is not yet a single centralized ticketing system which could sell you a ticket for any train in Europe. Outside Europe, some countries have extensive rail networks but others do not.

Some argue that high speed trains are the only feasible alternative to flights. But there are problems involved: 1. energy use rises exponentially with speed, so high speed trains are extremely energy intensive. There are also high CO2 emissions from producing the cement and steel used in construction. 2. trains still don’t run 100% with renewable energy, which would need to be changed soon, and 3. creating extra new train lines for high speed trains can be very complicated - they cut straight through the landscape (since tighter curves aren’t possible), and can lead to resistance because of loss of livelihoods and biodiversity (see No TAV movement in Italy). So it could be discussed if there is a socially and ecologically acceptable limit for speed.

2.2 Ships with renewable propulsion:

Overseas travel was more common by ship than by plane until the 1970s. For such, ships could still be an alternative to flying. Currently, there is almost no existing passenger shipping. Cargo or cruise ships usually use heavy oil as fuel, which is why shipping is a growing source of greenhouse gas emissions and is also a major source of air pollution, causing health problems, acid rain and eutrophication. Like aviation, the sector’s international emissions were not explicitly mentioned in the Paris agreement. The United Nations’ global shipping body, the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), needs to act now, while countries in parallel need to include shipping in their own calculations and reduction commitments. Apart from the need to reduce international trade in goods and to strengthen regional economies, technological improvements would need to be implemented quickly, in order to replace heavy oil with a mix of renewable alternatives like wind, solar, battery-electric, hydrogen or ammonia.

There are some small examples of alternative shipping:
- Fairtransport (https://fairtransport.eu/), based in the Netherlands, is the first modern “emission free” shipping company, that uses only the wind as a means of propulsion. Their ships sail between Europe, the Islands in the Atlantic, the Caribbean and America with a focus on transporting special products which are organic, or crafted traditionally – such as Olive Oil, Wine and Rum. The ships also carry passengers offering the opportunity to travel around the Atlantic emission free. Fairtransport is a member of the Sail Cargo alliance, an alliance of sailing cargo vessels which also carry paying passengers.
- e-Ferry - zero emission commercial ferry powered by rechargeable batteries connecting the Danish part of the Baltic Sea and the island of Aeroe (Ærø) to the mainland: http://e-ferry-project.eu/.
- The project “Race for water” campaigns on plastics in the sea, and uses a ship powered by solar, wind and hydrogen: https://www.raceforwater.org/en/.
- “Sail to the COP” is a project where a ship and a crew of activists will sail from Germany to Latin America and make an action at the climate summit in Chile in December 2019, in order to raise awareness of the problem of aviation: https://www.sailtothecop.com/

**Advantages:** The journey is part of the adventure. It’s possible to gain sailing training experience which can enable sailing with other vessels in other parts of the world. A longer ship trip offers the opportunity to take time off, relax, escape the ever-increasing pace of life, use the time for yourself.

**Disadvantages:** Ship travel not only takes much longer than a plane, but is currently also more expensive than flying. Trips by ship are very marginal and something for adventurers or people with enough money. Using traditional sailing ships, only specific routes can be made, and at certain times of the year when the winds are reliable.
2.3 Telephone or Video Conferences:
Work travel can be reduced a lot by introducing phone or online conferences. Online methods can be used for interviews, conferences (like this one), workshops ("webinars"), or “Hybrid Learning” (to communicate with one or more remote students or faculty in a classroom environment synchronously with video and content). While Skype used to be the most common means, in the last years, many more providers have established well-functioning systems, some of them for free, some of them paid, some less secure, others encrypted. There are real-life examples for how conferences can be organized with online attendees and presenters, in ways that are inclusive and function well.

- The network ecolize is developing an inclusive concept for online participation at conferences, which includes the remote participants into the social aspects of a conference like meals, coffee breaks etc. See https://www.conferize.com/ecolize/2019-ga/no-travel
- Virtual reality (VR) is growing and improving by the minute. There are companies already offering VR platforms for meetings (e.g. https://meetinvr.net/ and https://portalspaces.com/).

Advantages: This alternative saves lots of emissions and money, reduces paper consumption waste and plastic, saves time and increases flexibility. Establishing online conference systems is also cheaper than paying lots of flights.

Disadvantages: Online conferencing is definitely more climate friendly than flying, but it needs to be kept in mind that online communication is not emission free. In fact, it is said that the internet in total produces about 2% of the world’s CO2 emissions. Another problem of treating information only online are security breaches and privacy issues. Also, it will always be necessary for certain personal relationships to see each other in real feelings, friendships, emotions are hard to deal with when talking to a computer. But in many cases, work meetings and conferences can still be attended online.

2.4 Degrowth of travel & an economy of short distances
As we saw, many alternatives have their disadvantages: their energy use is not zero, and some are still way too marginal. Not everything can be shifted from the plane to other modes (train, bus, ship, online). Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the need for transport wherever possible, to degrow travel and the trade of goods. A change of lifestyles and a lessened quest for mobility may be hard to achieve but is needed. Historical data shows that the time spent to being mobile hasn’t changed much over the past 50 years in the UK. We travel further and faster but not more often.

Also, an economy of short distances is necessary. Freight transport accounts for a significant share of carbon emissions. Instead of aiming to triple the volume of transport by 2050, we need to reduce the demand for goods from far away and develop localised economies. Especially food could be grown as locally as possible, which would also serve the means of food sovereignty. The aim here is climate protection, not nationalist-style protectionism. This can and needs to happen alongside maintaining multi-cultural and open minded societies.

Advantage: This proposal addresses the systemic change needed. It shows that aviation is embedded in a broader picture of a fossil capitalist economy that will be hard to overcome without radically changing policies - not only for transport, but also for trade, agriculture, energy, financial system, etc.

Disadvantage: Practical measures are harder to come up with. For example, do we want to impose a tariff on products brought by plane or boat? This could promote economic protectionism and therefore fuel far-right ideologies. Also, if it is not done internationally, it could be easily cheated. At the same time, someone should set the example. Because of being systemic, this proposal faces lots of resistance and obstacles. In addition it is often referred to as unrealistic utopia. Still, it is necessary to achieve a degrowth in trade, consumption and fossil fuel use. Lots of joined efforts together with other social struggles (on food sovereignty, trade justice, etc.) is needed for this.

3 Literature

Working Group 7: Tourism Degrowth
Facilitation: Filka Sekulova, ICTA UAB, Research&Degrowth (fisekulova@gmail.com)

1. Global tourism: environmental and social trends and impacts
When critically reviewing trends in global growth in tourism, the slogan of degrowth (Demaria et al. 2013) inevitably comes to mind. Tourism is a trillion-dollar industry, with arrivals/receipts growing at an annual of 3-5%, outperforming even international trade with economic gains of the sector blowing up to US$1.2 trillion in 2016 (Travel & Tourism 2017, UNWTO 2016). The environmental impact of the sector is equally large (Gossling 2002), where transport scores highest in terms of its carbon footprint. According to Lenzen et al. (2018) tourist expenditure grew from US$2.5 trillion in 2009 to US$4.7 trillion in 2013, whereas the global carbon footprint of the sector grew from 3.9 to 4.5 Gt CO2, comprising 8% of total global GHG emissions. They find that the per capita carbon footprint increases strongly with affluence (wealthier people travel more), and decreases only weakly with improving technology. So far, neither efforts promoting responsible travel behaviour nor technological improvements have been able to bring down the increasing carbon footprint of tourism (ibid). Appallingly large are the impacts of tourism on biodiversity loss, soil erosion, water scarcity and water quality. Some may argue that the incomes from tourism be decoupled from its
environmental imprint. Historical evidence and natural thermodynamic laws however points to the contrary: the higher the growth of the sector, the larger its environmental footprint/devastation (Hickel and Kallis 2019).

In terms of the social justice implications of global tourism, stories of displaced communities, labour precarity and poor working conditions abound. Büscher and Fletcher (2016) argue that tourism is not only a form of material violence due to the commodification processes involved, but also a manifestation of structural violence which is made invisible. A number of authors further more find that tourism contributes to forms of social prestige and reflects neoliberal lifestyles based on consumerism, commodification and capitalist production (Blázquez Salom et al., 2016). Blázquez Salom and Cañada (2011) further unveil tourism functioning as placebo by failing the promises of bringing ‘development’ and social well-being.

### 2. Barcelona as a hot-spot

The case of Barcelona is a sad illustration of both the environmental and social consequences of tourism, and its exponential growth. Last year (2018), the airport of Barcelona had more than 50 million arrivals, supposedly reaching the limits of its capacity. Moreover, the port of Barcelona ranks highest in Europe by number of passengers (about 2.7 million in 2018). Barcelona Municipality in 2016 registered 31 million overnight stays and altogether 23 million visitors (Ajuntament de Barcelona 2017), an increase of more than 800% since 1990. The social, cultural, political, relational and daily-life implications and ramifications of that growth are tremendous. The Stay Grounded Coalition in Barcelona identified some of these impacts in a joint statement (see https://stay-grounded.org/barcelona-a-city-exploited-by-tourism/).

Likewise, the growth of tourism in Barcelona cannot be explained without the expansion of high-speed transport infrastructure - both train and aviation, making Barcelona one of the main tourist destinations in the Mediterranean zone. A recent study by Rico et al. (2019), for example, found that up to 82% of the tourists in Barcelona come by plane.

### 3. Policies for touristic degrowth proposed by social movements in Barcelona with a global relevance

As a way of curbing the devastating socio-environmental impacts of tourism, the social movements of Barcelona call for touristic degrowth with a number of emblematic proposals among them:

- Reduction of the number of visitors and overnight stays, by limiting the number of cruise ships and low-cost and intercontinental flights per day, coupled with a moratorium on the expansion of the airport;
- Permanent moratorium on the construction of new touristic accommodation and a reduc tion of touristic sleeping/accommodation placements;
- Reduction of the weight of tourism in the aggregate city economy, necessitating generation of alternative job-placements and economic enterprises that could replace touristically-oriented jobs and industries;
- Fair environmental taxation of cruise ships, aviation and touristic accommodation;
- Increase of the tourist charges for the services externalized to the public sector including the public transport, maintenance, cleaning and security of public space;
- An increase of the stock of public housing through different instruments, including public

### Investment and legal obligation to create social housing by the private sector (30%-50%) in new construction and rehabilitation works;
- A rent-freeze for at least 5 years, as in the case of Berlin (https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48677393);
- Reclaiming the public space, scaling down tourist-oriented commerce and facilitating local shops and trading;
- Fair labor agreements for workers in the tourist sector; and creation of other jobs outside the tourist sector; in case there are not enough jobs an overall reduction of working hours from 40 to 30 (with a maximum level of payment in order to share existing jobs is a possibility);
- Promotion of zero waste measures and lowering (GHG) emissions in the tourist sector;
- Moving from tourism management based on public-private undertakings (such as Turismo de Barcelona) to public-community management, where citizens can effectively participate through legal entitlement.

### 4. Possible questions for discussion:

- Which of those are more socially just and more feasible? What are the pros and cons of price mechanisms versus limits/bans of certain practices?
- Can all those instruments be used in other overcrowded cities or countrysides? What could be differences in the application of such in the Global South?
- Does it make more sense to fight for local measures (like touristic limits at the Barcelona level) or national/international instruments like a tax on kerosene (airplanes) and heavy oil (ships)? Or both? What could be effective social movement strategies?
- Maybe a reflection of own travel and tourist behaviours and the underlying interests could be interesting, too.

### 5. Literature:

- Ajuntament de Barcelona (2017): Estratègia de mobilitat turística de Barcelona
- Lenz, M., Ya-Yen Sun, Futsu Faturay, Yuan-Peng Ting, Arne Geschke, and Arunima Malik, 2018, The carbon footprint of global tourism, Nature Climate Change, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-018-0141-x
STAY GROUNDED NETWORK MEETING AND CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF

On Sunday 14th from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm there will be an internal Stay Grounded Network meeting.

If your organisation is already a member of Stay Grounded or if your organisation is interested in joining our planned European campaign „Let’s stay grounded“, you’re also invited to join this meeting. The campaign-meeting will continue on Monday morning (10 am to 1 pm).

You can find more informations on how to become a member and about the upcoming campaign at our website. (www.stay-grounded.org)

FEES AND DONATIONS

The participation fee serves to cover a small part of the food, interpretation, travels, infrastructure etc. We didn’t want to stop people who do not have much money from coming, which is why we offered different prices (10€/30€/50€). If you participate only on Friday for the public events, we kindly ask for a donation for the food. If you didn’t pay the fee yet you can do this also in cash at the information desk at the conference. Or you transfer it to our account:

- **Account name:** Periskop – Kollektiv
- **IBAN:** AT49 1420 0200 1098 0039
- **BIC:** EASYATW1
- **Bank:** Easy Bank
- **Purpose:** (Your full name) - Stay Grounded Conference

For payment from outside of Europe please use: https://stay-grounded.org/conference-participation-fee (only possible with Credit Card)

**We are also happy about any donation to support the continuous work of Stay Grounded Network.**
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**PROGRAM OVERVIEW**

Conference on Degrowth of Aviation at Can Batlló, Carrer 11 de Juny/Constitució 19, Barcelona

Friday 12th July

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION</th>
<th>REMOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration and Info-Desk</td>
<td>EN/ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome and Introduction, Check-In</td>
<td>EN/ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (Arcana Collective)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshops</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay Grounded: an Introduction (Mira Kapfinger, Stay Grounded)</td>
<td>EN/ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrowth and Aviation (Jöel Foramitti, Research and Degrowth)</td>
<td>EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No to Greenwashing of Aviation (Magdalena Heuwieser, Stay Grounded)</td>
<td>EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visions for long-distance travel beyond aviation (Matthias Schmelzer, Konzeptwerk Neue Ökonomie: Francois Schneider, Research and Degrowth; Manuel Grebenjak, Stay Grounded)</td>
<td>EN/ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The touristification and everyday life in the city, a feminist perspective (Blanca Valdivia, Collectio Punt6)</td>
<td>ES/EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaving resistances from the conflicts of airports around the world (Sara Mingoría, EnviJustitz, ICTA UAB)</td>
<td>EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participatory Mapping on Tourism in Barcelona (Yannick Denaux, GeoCummes; Daniel Pardo, ABTS)</td>
<td>ES/EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct action on aviation (Mara de Pater, Greenpeace Netherlands)</td>
<td>EN/ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening Event: Connecting the movements Inputs by Yayo Herrero, Gabriela Vega Tellez and Daniel Pardo</td>
<td>Presentations by various local movements Discussion with the audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Dinner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saturday 13th July

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION</th>
<th>REMOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30 – 10:00 am</td>
<td>Welcome and registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 – 11:00 am</td>
<td>Opening keynotes: Filka Sekulova (ICTA, UAB): Degrowth – an Introduction Stefan Gössling (Lund University): Understanding the barriers – what drives the aviation system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 am</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 am – 2:00 pm</td>
<td>Working Groups 1: Kerosin tax, ticket tax 2: Progressive ticket tax, frequent flyer levy 3: Caps on or bans on (short haul/domestic) flights 4: Moratoria on new airport infrastructure and scaling down of airports 5: Institutional changes of travel policies 6: Fostering Alternatives 7: Caps on tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 – 3:30 pm</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 – 5:30 pm</td>
<td>Working Groups continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 pm</td>
<td>Coffee break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 – 9:00 pm</td>
<td>Joint conference Session: presenting and discussing the outcomes of the working groups statements by Giorgos Kallis (Research and Degrowth), Adrian Hassler (Am Boden bleiben) and a representative of the local movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 pm</td>
<td>Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 pm</td>
<td>DJ: Compadre Galo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sunday 14th July

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SESSION</th>
<th>REMOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am – 12:00 pm</td>
<td>Joint Performance against Aviation and mass tourism Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 – 3:00 am</td>
<td>How to proceed with the outcomes? EN/ES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Internal network meeting of Stay Grounded network members EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 – 8:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**50**